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PRIME-XV® Dendritic Cell Maturation CDM

PRIME-XV® Dendritic Cell Maturation CDM is intended  
for differentiation of monocytes into immature dendritic cells (iDCs)  
and maturation of mDCs

   High yields of DCs with the desired characteristics and morphology

   Maintenance potency of dendritic cells for T cell stimulation

   Ready-to-use, just supplement with desired cytokine cocktails

   cGMP and chemically defined (CD) – designed to facilitate transfer from research to clinic

Dendritic cells (DCs) are capable of priming naïve 
T cells. Thus they are essential tools in the acti-
vation of immune responses to tumors. They can 
be generated in vitro from CD14+ blood monocy-
tes through a maturation process.

It is essential monocytes derived DCs (Mo-DCs) 
maintain their functional capacity leading to  
T cell proliferation and polarization into effector 
T cells. Serum and undefined components found 
in animal- or human derived raw materials can 
impact this functional capacity.

PRIME-XV Dendritic Cell Maturation CDM pro-
vides a controlled, robust process to generate 
Mo-DCs in chemically-defined culture conditions 
and thereby maintaining their capacity to induce 
T cell response.

Maturation Medium for Dendritic Cell Culture
Chemically-Defined, Animal Component-Free
Catalog-No: 91146

 Cell Therapy and Cytogenetics Media distributed in Germany, Austria and Switzerland by

https://www.trinova.de/cell_therapy_media.php
https://www.trinova.de/cell_therapy_and_cytogenetics.php
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Prime-XV® CDM  –  Media designed to facilitate transfer from research to clinic
   Chemically-defined (CD), animal component-free (ACF) formula minimizes risks from adventitious agents

   Traceability documentation provided including Certificate of Analysis, Certificate of Origin, and a  
Drug Master File (DMF) filed with the US FDA

   Extensive QA testing including funtionality, sterility and endotoxin

   Manufactured in compliance with cGMP regulations

Related Products 

Prime-XV® T Cell CDM [91154] 

Recombinant GM-CSF ACF (Animal Component-Free) [95112]

Recombinant TNF-α ACF (Animal Component-Free) [95117]

Recombinant IL-2 ACF (Animal Component-Free) [95118]

Recombinant IL-4 ACF (Animal Component-Free) [95114]

Recombinant IL-6 ACF (Animal Component-Free) [95121]

PRIME-XV® FreezIS [91139]

Catalog# Description Storage Size

91146
PRIME-XV®  
Dendritic Cell Maturation CDM
Does not contain antibiotics or phenol red

2-8°C 500 ml

order@trinova.de

Negatively enriched CD14+ monocytes from 5 different donors were 
cultured in either PRIME-XV Dendritic Cell Maturation CDM, other 
commercially available medium, or RMPI +10% FBS for 6 days in the 
presence of GM-CSF and IL-4 to induce differentiation, then subse-
quently cultured for 2 more days in TNF-α, IL-1β, IL-6, and PGE2 to 
induce maturation for a combined culture duration of 8 days in each 
respective medium. Resulting cells were analyzed by flow cytometry 
to measure viable cell density. Yield is shown as total viable cells as a 
percentage of initial CD14+ monocytes plated on day 0.

Achieve high yields of cells with desired characteristics

Maintains potency for T cell stimulation
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